Linking locomotor performance to morphological shifts in urban lizards
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Urban habitats are drastically modified from their natural state, creating unique challenges and selection pressures for organisms that reside in them. We compared locomotor performance of *Anolis* lizards from urban and forest habitats on tracks differing in angle and substrate, and found that using artificial substrates came at a cost: lizards ran substantially slower and frequently lost traction on man-made surfaces compared to bark. We found that various morphological traits were positively correlated with sprint speed and that these same traits were significantly larger in urban compared to forest lizards. We found that urban lizards ran faster on both man-made and natural surfaces, suggesting similar mechanisms improve locomotor performance on both classes of substrate. Thus, lizards in urban areas may be under selection to run faster on all flat surfaces, while forest lizards face competing demands of running, jumping and clinging to narrow perches. Novel locomotor challenges posed by urban habitats likely have fitness consequences for lizards that cannot effectively use man-made surfaces, providing a mechanistic basis for observed phenotypic shifts in urban populations of this species.

1. Introduction

Adaptation to a novel habitat involves not only phenotypic change, but a functional benefit resulting in increased fitness. This phenotype–performance–fitness paradigm provides a framework for understanding adaptive phenotypic differentiation [1–3]. In short, natural selection acts on performance in a given habitat. If performance is correlated with heritable phenotypic variation in morphology, selection can result in morphological change [2].

Novel habitats, such as urbanization, present new opportunities to study functional consequences of phenotypic change under altered selective conditions. Research has shown that urban populations of the lizard *Anolis cristatellus* exhibit morphological shifts compared to forest populations. Urban lizards have relatively longer limbs and more subdigital scales called lamellae, used in adhesion to smooth surfaces [4]. Although agents of selection responsible for these shifts have not been shown, Winchell *et al.* [4,5] documented substantial differences in habitat openness, perch width and perch roughness between forest and urban sites and showed that urban *A. cristatellus* commonly use anthropogenic structures.

We propose that locomotor performance is the functional link underlying this observed pattern. Prior research on *Anolis* lizards (anoles) has established a strong connection between limb morphology and sprinting [6–8]. In general, lizards with longer limbs run faster, although this effect depends on perch diameter with the greatest benefit on flat surfaces [9]. On inclined perches body width also influences sprint speed by lowering the centre of mass and increasing stability [10,11]. In addition, both toepad area and lamella number are correlated with clinging performance and habitat use: lizards with larger toepads and more lamellae exert stronger cling forces and perch higher [12–15].
2. Material and methods

(a) Study system

Anolis is a diverse neotropical lizard genus containing approximately 400 species. They are perhaps best known for repeatedly converging in ecology and morphology on different Caribbean islands, and for rapid adaptation in response to changing environmental conditions (reviewed in [8]). Adaptive trait–environmental relationships are well understood for the group because of a rich literature on ecological and evolutionary dynamics in natural systems [8]. The Puerto Rican Crested Anole, A. cristatellus, is a small (adult male snout–vent length (SVL) 50–75 mm) arboreal lizard abundant in forest and urban habitats where it extensively uses anthropogenic resources [4,5]. Previous research demonstrated that this species has undergone morphological shifts in urban versus forest environments in limbs lengths and toepad morphology, and that these changes may be genetically based [4].

(b) Data collection

We constructed a 2.5 m long, 9 cm wide racetrack with three surfaces: wood bark, painted concrete and aluminium sheeting (electronic supplementary material S1). We set the track at 37° (gradual) and 60° (steep) inclines. At angles less than 37° lizards tend to jump rather than sprint [3], and at angles greater than 60° the majority of lizards we tested could not consistently climb the smooth substrates.

We sampled lizards from paired urban and forest sites in four Puerto Rican municipalities (figure 1). Urban sites were dominated by impervious surface and developed land with minimal canopy cover. Forest sites included managed reserves and restricted-access secondary natural forest. Paired urban and forest sites were 3.2–7.5 km apart. The forest site in San Juan was unusual in that it is completely surrounded by urbanization. Because San Juan is a sprawling urban region, identifying suitable urban and forest sites with minimal distance between them is challenging as not much forest remains in the greater metropolitan area. We also sampled this forest site in previous work [4] and found consistent phenotypic shifts between forest and urban populations.

We captured 15–19 adult male A. cristatellus in each of the eight sites. We took macro photographs of the perch on which each lizard was found and recorded perch type and angle of inclination. We also took the same measurements from a randomly selected potential perch nearby. We selected potential perches using a random direction generator, identifying the closest perch (any structure ≥0.5 m high capable of supporting a lizard) in the direction indicated.

We transported lizards to a field laboratory where they were housed individually at ambient temperature. We marked lizards dorsally at the centre of the pelvis with a white mark. We measured lizard body temperature at the start of each trial as temperature affects sprint performance in ectotherms [16]. We tested each lizard on three tracks per day (7.00–20.00) with three consecutive trials per track and a minimum 3 h rest between tracks. We placed a cloth bag at the top of the track to provide lizards a refuge to run towards, and tapped lizards gently when they paused for more than 5 s. We recorded the middle 60 cm of the track with a high-speed digital camera at 120 frames per second (fps). Following sprint trials, we anaesthetised lizards with isoflurane, imaged them using an X-ray system, and obtained digital scans of toepads. We returned lizards to their point of capture when fully recovered from anaesthesia.

We quantified sprint performance using the software ImageJ [17]. We marked the location of the lizard in every frame and calculated the distance travelled between frames. We then calculated maximum velocity over a minimum of 20 cm and excluded uncooperative (frequent stops and starts) or exceptionally slow-crawling runs (less than 0.1 m s⁻¹) as unsuccessful trials. This method is analogous to studies using timed gates (e.g. [3]). We selected the single fastest sprint across all three trials per track per individual as a representative trial. Finally, we counted the number of stops, slips and slides over the middle 50 cm of track. We defined slips as a failure of a foot to engage with the surface and slides as backward movement (≥2 mm) of the lizard when fully stopped.

From X-rays we measured SVL, pectoral and pelvic widths, and lengths of 10 bones commonly measured in Anolis lizards: third metacarpal and phalanx (the longest digit on the foot), fourth metatarsal and phalanx (the longest digit on the hindfoot;
analysed a linear mixed effects model with substrate and angle of inclination interacting as fixed effects, body temperature as a covariate, and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We dropped the non-significant interaction between track substrate and angle ($F_{2,580} = 1.441, p = 0.238$). We then compared the frequency of stops, slips and slides using generalized linear mixed effects models (with Poisson-distributed error). We also analysed relative effects of stops, slips and slides on velocity with body temperature, angle and substrate as covariates, and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects.

We analysed differences in sprint speed between urban and forest contexts with a linear mixed effects model of velocity by substrate type, track angle, context (urban or forest) and the following interactions: substrate $\times$ angle, substrate $\times$ context, and angle $\times$ context. We included body temperature as a covariate and municipality and lizard ID as random effects. We removed the substrate $\times$ angle interaction from the final model as it was not significant ($F_{2,576} = 1.499, p = 0.224$). We also compared differences in frequencies of stops, slips and slides between contexts with generalized linear mixed effects models (with Poisson-distributed residual error). No interactions were significant in the stops and slides models and only the angle $\times$ context interaction was significant in the slips model ($\chi^2 = 10.761, \text{d.f.} = 1, p = 0.001$). All non-significant interactions were dropped from final models.

We compared 8 log-transformed morphological traits between urban and forest lizards with MANOVA (‘manova’ in R base package stats [19]), with municipality and body size as covariates (trait correlations in electronic supplementary material S4). We examined the partial effects of each trait on sprint speed using a multivariate regression. (We also provide a bivariate trait analysis in electronic supplementary material, S5.) We used a multivariate linear mixed effects model with backwards stepwise regression based on Akaike information criterion (AIC). Because trait–performance relationships likely vary by track, we included track as an interacting factor for all traits in the full model and removed non-significant interactions during model selection. We included log-transformed body size (SVL) and body temperature as covariates and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects.

c) Statistical analyses
We performed statistical analyses in R (v. 3.4.2) [19]. We used the package lme4 for mixed effects model analyses [20]. We estimated significance of fixed effects with the package lmerTest [21], which estimates degrees of freedom, $t$-statistic and $p$-value for lme objects using type III ANOVAs with Satterthwaite’s approximation. We chose linear mixed effects models over simpler ordinary least squares (OLS) regression because our dataset contains repeat measures in nested groups: multiple trials per individual, within a site that was either urban or forest, within a municipality.

We first determined effects of possible covariates: body size (SVL), mass, body temperature, and their interactions on sprint speed across all tracks and sites, with site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We included significant covariates in subsequent models. We examined the number of successful trials by track (electronic supplementary material, S3) with a logistic regression in which trial success was modelled as a function of track type and context (defined as urban versus forest). We quantified relative velocity on the six combinations of substrate type and inclination using a model of velocity by track type with body temperature as a covariate and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We determined percentage of maximum speed by comparing the regression slopes for velocity on each track to the track on which lizards ran fastest: 37° wood.

We assessed the effects of track angle and substrate type for all lizards regardless of context of origin (forest or urban). We estimated degrees of freedom, all lizards regardless of context of origin (forest or urban). We chose linear mixed effects models over simpler ordinary least squares (OLS) regression because our dataset contains repeat measures in nested groups: multiple trials per individual, within a site that was either urban or forest, within a municipality.

We performed statistical analyses in R (v. 3.4.2) [19]. We used the package lme4 for mixed effects model analyses [20]. We estimated significance of fixed effects with the package lmerTest [21], which estimates degrees of freedom, $t$-statistic and $p$-value for lme objects using type III ANOVAs with Satterthwaite’s approximation. We chose linear mixed effects models over simpler ordinary least squares (OLS) regression because our dataset contains repeat measures in nested groups: multiple trials per individual, within a site that was either urban or forest, within a municipality.

We first determined effects of possible covariates: body size (SVL), mass, body temperature, and their interactions on sprint speed across all tracks and sites, with site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We included significant covariates in subsequent models. We examined the number of successful trials by track (electronic supplementary material, S3) with a logistic regression in which trial success was modelled as a function of track type and context (defined as urban versus forest). We quantified relative velocity on the six combinations of substrate type and inclination using a model of velocity by track type with body temperature as a covariate and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We determined percentage of maximum speed by comparing the regression slopes for velocity on each track to the track on which lizards ran fastest: 37° wood.

We assessed the effects of track angle and substrate type for all lizards regardless of context of origin (forest or urban). We estimated degrees of freedom, all lizards regardless of context of origin (forest or urban). We chose linear mixed effects models over simpler ordinary least squares (OLS) regression because our dataset contains repeat measures in nested groups: multiple trials per individual, within a site that was either urban or forest, within a municipality.

We first determined effects of possible covariates: body size (SVL), mass, body temperature, and their interactions on sprint speed across all tracks and sites, with site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We included significant covariates in subsequent models. We examined the number of successful trials by track (electronic supplementary material, S3) with a logistic regression in which trial success was modelled as a function of track type and context (defined as urban versus forest). We quantified relative velocity on the six combinations of substrate type and inclination using a model of velocity by track type with body temperature as a covariate and site of origin and lizard ID as random effects. We determined percentage of maximum speed by comparing the regression slopes for velocity on each track to the track on which lizards ran fastest: 37° wood.

We assessed the effects of track angle and substrate type for all lizards regardless of context of origin (forest or urban).
We next examined how interacting trait combinations influence sprint speed at both angles (37° and 60° inclinations analysed separately). For example, perhaps long-limbed lizards sprint faster if they also have larger toepads. We fitted a multivariate linear mixed effects model for velocity with forelimb length interacting with toepad traits and hindlimb length (based on results from the previous model), with substrate type, body size and body temperature as covariates, and lizard ID and site of origin as random effects. We also considered the relationship between limb length and slipping (on metal and concrete tracks) using a generalized linear mixed effects model (with Poisson-distributed residual error) of slip frequency interacting with angle of inclination, with body size as a covariate, and lizard ID and site as random effects.

Lastly, we evaluated habitat availability and use. We first asked if perch roughness and angle differed between forest and urban habitats, and whether these characteristics differed between man-made and natural perches (ANCOVA with municipality as a covariate). We then asked whether lizards used perches discriminately by comparing attributes of actual and potential perches within forest and urban habitats using logistic regression of perch choice by perch roughness, angle of inclination and type, with municipality as a covariate. Finally, to test the habitat constraint and breadth hypotheses we first divided urban lizards into thirds to compare lizards performing in the top and bottom terciles (accounting for body temperature) on the steeply inclined concrete track. These groups were thus composed of individuals that sprinted fastest and slowest on the most challenging track. We then compared randomly available and used habitat in the wild for the fastest and slowest animals with two logistic regressions of perch choice by perch characteristics with municipality as a covariate.

3. Results

(a) Locomotor performance

We collected data on 128 animals from eight sites resulting in 713 successful trials across all tracks. The number of successful trials differed by track but not by context (track: $\chi^2 = 30.80, p < 0.001$, context: $\chi^2 = 0.11, p = 0.92$). Compared to the gradual inclination (37°) wood track (the most successful trials, $n = 127$), the concrete 37° and concrete 60° had significantly fewer successful trials (d.f. = 761, C:37°: $n = 106$, $z = -2.00$, $p = 0.046$; M:60°: $n = 116$, $z = -2.46$, $p = 0.014$; C:60°: $z = -3.17$, $p = 0.002$).

Each measure of locomotor performance (velocity, stops, slips, slides) across all tracks was correlated with body temperature but not mass, SVL, or their interaction ($n = 713$). Warmer temperatures were associated with faster sprint speeds ($+0.11 \pm 0.016$ m s$^{-1}$/C; ANOVA type III, $F_{1,497} = 42.3$, $p < 0.001$), along with fewer stops ($-0.092 \pm 0.042$ stops/C; ANOVA type III Wald, $\chi^2 = 4.39$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.038$), slips ($-0.32 \pm 0.052$ slips/C; ANOVA type III Wald, $\chi^2 = 0.371$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$) and slides ($-0.30 \pm 0.084$ slides/C; ANOVA type III Wald, $\chi^2 = 13.2$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$). Consequently, we included body temperature as a covariate in all analyses.

With respect to hypothesis 1—that locomotor performance should vary by track type—we found maximum velocity across all lizards and sites ranged from 0.33 to 2.80 m s$^{-1}$ and differed by track type ($n = 713$; $F_{3,583} = 61.3$, $p < 0.001$; figure 2). Both angle and substrate significantly impacted sprint speed (ANOVA type III; angle: $F_{1,586} = 138$, $p < 0.001$; substrate: $F_{2,588} = 91$, $p < 0.001$). Overall, the steep concrete track was the most difficult for both urban and forest lizards with mean velocities substantially slower than on other tracks and only 45% of maximum speed. Lizards ran on average $0.26 \pm 0.023$ m s$^{-1}$ slower on steep compared to gradual inclinations, resulting in velocities 21–34% slower depending on the substrate ($t = -11.80$, d.f. = 586, $p < 0.001$). Regardless of track inclination, lizards ran slower on metal ($-0.24 \pm 0.028$ m s$^{-1}$, 18–32% reduction; $t = -7.82$, d.f. = 586, $p < 0.001$) and concrete ($-0.39 \pm 0.029$ m s$^{-1}$, 35–44% reduction; $t = -13.3$, d.f. = 594, $p < 0.001$) compared to wood bark.

Frequency of stops did not differ by track, angle or substrate (ANOVA type III Wald; angle: $\chi^2 = 4.81$, d.f. = 22, $p = 0.86$; angle: $\chi^2 = 0.098$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.75$; substrate: $\chi^2 = 3.58$, d.f. = 2, $p = 0.17$; figure 2). Frequency of stops differed by substrate and angle but not their interaction ($n = 713$; ANOVA type III Wald; angle: $\chi^2 = 0.79$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.37$; angle: $\chi^2 = 206.6$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$; substrate: $\chi^2 = 54.6$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$; figure 2). Slips were more common on concrete than on metal, and were not observed on wood tracks (concrete: +0.74 ± 0.10 slips, $z = -7.39$, $p < 0.001$). Frequency of slides differed only by angle and not by substrate or angle and substrate interaction ($n = 713$; ANOVA type III Wald; angle: $\chi^2 = 1.11$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.29$; angle: $\chi^2 = 56.2$, d.f. = 1, $p < 0.001$; substrate: $\chi^2 = 2.21$, d.f. = 1, $p = 0.14$; figure 2). Both slipping and sliding were more common on steep compared to gradual tracks (slips: $+1.91 \pm 0.13$, $z = 14.4$, $p < 0.001$; slides: $+2.39 \pm 0.32$, $z = 7.50$, $p < 0.001$). Unsurprisingly, the tracks on which lizards ran slowest were also the ones on which they slipped, slid and stopped the most. Across all tracks
Table 1. Trait performance relationship between running speed (m s\(^{-1}\)) and morphological traits estimated from mixed effects model with body size and body temperature as covariates. Shaded values are positive. Slopes significantly different from zero (at \(p < 0.05\)) are italicized and noted with ‘*’. Marginally significant effects (\(p < 0.1\)) are noted with ‘\(^{+}\)’, and non-significant effects (\(p > 0.1\)) with ‘n.s.’. W, wood; C, concrete; M, metal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>traits</th>
<th>gradual inclination</th>
<th>steep inclination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W37</td>
<td>C37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVL</td>
<td>+0.296</td>
<td>+0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forelimb length</td>
<td>−1.756</td>
<td>−1.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hindlimb length</td>
<td>+2.809*</td>
<td>+2.809*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front lamella number</td>
<td>+0.490</td>
<td>+1.396*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rear lamella number</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>front toepad area</td>
<td>−0.481</td>
<td>−0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rear toepad area</td>
<td>+0.741*</td>
<td>+0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pectoral width</td>
<td>−0.041</td>
<td>+1.308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelvic width</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>−1.296</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and sites, velocity was negatively correlated with all three (ANOVA type III; stops: \(-0.17 + 0.014\) m s\(^{-1}\)/stop, \(F_{1,677} = 154.7, p < 0.001\); slips: \(-0.047 + 0.007\) m s\(^{-1}\)/slip, \(F_{1,619} = 51.8, p < 0.001\); slides: \(-0.084 + 0.024\) m s\(^{-1}\)/slide, \(F_{1,626} = 12.3, p < 0.001\)).

(b) Morphology and performance

With respect to hypothesis 2 (morphology is correlated with sprint speed) we found strong effects of limb lengths, body width and toepad morphology (relative to body size), although this relationship varied by track (table 1; electronic supplementary material, S5). When examined together, a few key traits stood out in influencing sprint speeds. Relative hindlimb length was the most important variable, positively influencing speed across all tracks (+2.81 ± 1.40 m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 111, \(t = 2.01, p = 0.047\)). Forelimb length, front lamella number, rear toepad area and pelvic width were also correlated with sprint speed on some tracks (table 1). Longer forelimbs resulted in slower speeds on 60° tracks only (wood: \(-3.55 + 1.55\) m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 159, \(t = -2.29, p = 0.024\); concrete: \(-4.08 + 1.58\) m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 167, \(t = -2.59, p = 0.011\); metal: \(-3.81 + 1.56\) m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 161, \(t = -2.45, p = 0.016\)). This effect may be attributable to a positive relationship between slip frequency and forelimb length on steep tracks (+7.21 ± 2.80, \(z = 2.58, p = 0.01\)). More front lamellae was positively correlated with faster speeds on the 37° concrete track (+1.40 ± 0.64 m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 396, \(t = 2.18, p = 0.03\), while larger rear toepads were positively correlated with sprint speeds on the 37° wood track (+0.74 ± 0.37 m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 251, \(t = 2.01, p = 0.046\)). Lastly, wider pelvises were correlated with faster speeds on the 60° concrete track (+1.75 ± 0.806, d.f. = 456, \(t = 2.17, p = 0.034\)).

There appear to be conflicting costs and benefits of some traits depending on the angle of inclination, most notably for forelimb length. Consequently, we examined interactions with forelimb length and toepad morphology. We found significant interactions between forelimb length and each of these traits, though the effect varied depending on track angle. On gradually inclined tracks lizards with longer forelimbs were faster if they also had longer hindlimbs and larger rear toepads (forelimb × hindlimb: \(F_{1,119} = 4.53, p = 0.035\); forelimb × rear toepad: \(F_{1,116} = 4.76, p = 0.031\); figure 3). On steep tracks, lizards with longer forelimbs performed the slowest unless they also had long hindlimbs or more front lamellae (forelimb × hindlimb: \(F_{1,117} = 7.77, p = 0.006\); forelimb × rear toepad: \(F_{1,114} = 3.47, p = 0.065\); forelimb × front lamella number: \(F_{1,111} = 4.64, p = 0.033\); figure 3). These favourable trait combinations appear to compensate for longer forelimbs, particularly at steeper inclinations.

We also found, consistent with our prediction in hypothesis 2, that urban lizards had longer limbs, more lamellae, larger toepads and wider bodies (figure 4). Notably, the traits that confer some performance advantage are the same traits that have shifted in urban populations. Moreover, the trait combinations associated with faster sprint speeds—longer limbs with larger toepads and more lamellae—are typical of urban lizards.

(c) Performance in urban versus forest lizards

With respect to hypothesis 3, urban lizards sprinted faster than forest lizards in general across all tracks (mean difference: \(0.18 ± 0.060\) m s\(^{-1}\), d.f. = 323, \(t = 3.08, p = 0.003\); electronic supplementary material S6). Differences in velocity between urban and forest lizards were unrelated to substrate (ANOVA type III for substrate × context, \(F_{1,500} = 0.261, p = 0.77\) but instead to angle of inclination (ANOVA type III for angle × context, \(F_{1,500} = 11.9, p < 0.001\)). This trend was driven primarily by differences on the 37° track (urban \(+0.17 ± 0.080\) m s\(^{-1}\) faster than forest, d.f. = 180, \(t = -3.43, p < 0.001\)). Differences on the 60° track were non-significant (d.f. = 193, \(t = -0.351, p = 0.73\)).

Urban and forest lizards also consistently differed from each other in stops, slips and slides. Urban lizards stopped less (−0.42 ± 0.10 stops, \(z = -4.09, p < 0.001\)) without stopping.
þ 0.74 + 0.26 slips; \( z = 2.82, p = 0.005 \), but did not differ significantly from forest lizards in number of slides (\( z = -1.29, p = 0.20 \)).

(d) Habitat use and performance

With respect to hypothesis 4, we found perches used by urban lizards were smoother than those used by forest lizards but did not differ in angle (roughness Rq: \(-4.67 \pm 2.01 \mu m\); \( t = -2.33, d.f. = 124, p = 0.022 \); angle: \( t = -0.97, d.f. = 109, p = 0.33 \); electronic supplementary material S7). In urban habitats 64% of perches used by lizards were man-made. These perches were smoother than natural perches but did not differ in inclination (Rq of man-made substrates: \(-17.7 \pm 2.52 \mu m\); \( t = -7.04, d.f. = 61, p < 0.001 \); angle: \( t = -0.339, d.f. = 47, p = 0.74 \)).

When accounting for available perches within each habitat type, we found lizards discriminate used perches based on both roughness and angle in urban but not in forested habitats (urban: roughness \( z = 2.82, d.f. = 96, p = 0.005 \), angle \( z = -2.61, d.f. = 96, p = 0.009 \); forest roughness \( z = 0.474, d.f. = 120, p = 0.64 \), angle \( t = -1.12, d.f. = 120, p = 0.26 \); electronic supplementary material S7). Urban lizards used rougher \((+5.35 \pm 1.61 \mu m)\) and more gradually inclined \((-18.5 \pm 5.21^\circ)\) perches than were randomly available, although they did not discriminate based on perch type (67% of random perches were man-made; \( z = -1.39, d.f. = 96, p = 0.17 \)).

Finally, among urban lizards, the slowest sprinters on the most challenging track used perches discriminately while the best performers did not (figure 5). Poor performers used rougher \((z = 2.32, d.f. = 57, p = 0.021)\) and less vertical
lizards sprinted fastest (37 maximum speed. Even on the man-made track on which especially at steeper inclinations. motor performance when using man-made substrates, first hypothesis that lizards experience a decrease in loco- concrete compared to wood bark. These results support our lizards ran 18–32% slower on metal and 35–44% slower on versus gradual inclinations. However, for a given substrate, lizards ran 21–34% slower at steep type was greater than that attributable to track inclination. In forest animals on natural and man-made surfaces. Overall, Their maximum speed. The decline attributable to substrate concrete, lizards sprinted at only 45% of their the cost of using man-made surfaces is high. On the most difficul track (60° concrete) used less vertical and rougher perches than were common while lizards that performed best (fastest on the most challenging track) did not discriminate based on either factor. Significance levels of contrasts to randomly available perches: $p > 0.05$ ‘n.s.’, $p < 0.05$ ‘*’. Our results agree with previous studies showing sprint speeds in lizards decline as steepness increases and surface roughness decreases [11,22–24]. We observed a drastic loss of traction on man-made substrates, a phenomenon we did not observe on wood bark tracks and that was associated with decreased sprint speeds. Although smooth surfaces enable maximum surface contact with toepads and improve adhesion compared to rougher substrates, lizards are not able to engage their claws or rely on gripping by confor mation to the surface as they do on bark, both of which might otherwise increase sprint speed [24,25].

4. Discussion

We investigated running performance in a tropical lizard (*A. cristatellus*) that throughout its native range makes extensive use of urban and forested habitats. We used laboratory experiments to test running performance of urban and forest animals on natural and man-made surfaces. Overall, the cost of using man-made surfaces is high. On the most difficult track (60° concrete), lizards sprinted at only 45% of their maximum speed. Even on the man-made track on which lizards sprinted fastest (37° metal), they ran at only 82% of their maximum speed. The decline attributable to substrate type was greater than that attributable to track inclination. For a given substrate, lizards ran 21–34% slower at steep versus gradual inclinations. However, for a given angle, lizards ran 18–32% slower on metal and 35–44% slower on concrete compared to wood bark. These results support our first hypothesis that lizards experience a decrease in locomotor performance when using man-made substrates, especially at steeper inclinations.

Figure 4. Urban lizards had relatively longer limbs, larger toepads, more lamellae and wider bodies compared to forest lizards. Significance levels were determined from MANOVA of log-transformed trait values with log-transformed body size and municipality as covariates. Effect sizes (Cohen’s $d$) are provided for each comparison. Significance levels: **$p < 0.01$, ***$p < 0.001$. perches ($z = -2.05, \text{d.f.} = 57, p = 0.041$; figure 5) than are available at random, but did not discriminate based on substrate ($z = -1.35, \text{d.f.} = 57, p = 0.18$). By contrast, perches used by the best performing lizards did not differ from random perches in any feature (d.f. = 62, roughness: $z = 1.84, p = 0.066$, angle: $z = -1.39, p = 0.17$, type: $z = -0.603, p = 0.55$).

Figure 5. The angle of inclination ($a$) and perch roughness ($b$) of random potential perches (white) and perches used (grey) in urban populations, contrasting perch use by fast and slow lizards as a test of the habitat breadth and constraint hypotheses. Poorly performing lizards (slowest on the most challenging track, 60° concrete) used less vertical and rougher perches than were common while lizards that performed best (fastest on the most challenging track) did not discriminate based on either factor. Significance levels of contrasts to randomly available perches: $p > 0.05$ ‘n.s.’, $p < 0.05$ ‘*’. Our results agree with previous studies showing sprint speeds in lizards decline as steepness increases and surface roughness decreases [11,22–24]. We observed a drastic loss of traction on man-made substrates, a phenomenon we did not observe on wood bark tracks and that was associated with decreased sprint speeds. Although smooth surfaces enable maximum surface contact with toepads and improve adhesion compared to rougher substrates, lizards are not able to engage their claws or rely on gripping by conformation to the surface as they do on bark, both of which might otherwise increase sprint speed [24,25].

Such a substantial decrease in performance provides insight into the mechanisms of natural selection in urban areas. If a lizard is unable to run or maintain position on smooth surfaces it would be unable to use more than two-thirds of the urban habitat and would likely have trouble escaping from predators. In fact, studies have demonstrated that faster sprint speed in lizards is favoured by natural and sexual selection [26–28]. Moreover, slides and falls following loss of traction can result in injury, fatigue, and energy expenditure [10]. This is particularly true on anthropogenic structures, which typically have little structural complexity to break a fall to the hard ground below. Submaximal locomotor performance may also restrict habitat use to suboptimal perch sites or result in poor traction during competitive bouts. Given this strong relationship between fitness and sprint speed, and the cost of using man-made surfaces,
urban lizards are likely subject to selective pressures to use man-made surfaces more effectively.

Morphological differences between urban and forest populations that we detected are consistent with previous studies [4] and our expectations. In particular, urban lizards had longer limbs, wider bodies, larger toepads and more lamellae than their forest counterparts. The trade–performance correlations we found support our second hypothesis and the prediction that natural selection is acting via sprint performance to shape differences between urban and forest lizards. After accounting for body size, lizards with relatively longer hindlimbs sprinted faster across all tracks, with positive effects of toepad morphology on some tracks.

Relative hindlimb length stands out as a key trait in increasing sprint speeds. This result also agrees with previous studies showing a strong positive relationship between hindlimb length and sprint speed in anoles [6,9], and between limb length, habitat openness and sprint speed in other lizards [2,29,30]. In urban habitats, where perches are more isolated, flatter and broader than in forests [4,5], long-limbed fast-sprinting lizards should have a strong fitness advantage. However, this improved performance comes at an apparent cost: on steep inclines, lizards with relatively longer forelimbs run more slowly. This suggests that in urban areas selection to run quickly on the ground may be stronger than selection for fast running on inclined surfaces. Previous studies have similarly identified trade-offs in performance involving traits beneficial for vertical, complex, arboreal habitat use versus those more appropriate for open, flat, terrestrial habitat use [31–34]. We build on this by presenting evidence suggesting a trade-off also exists for *A. cristatellus* limb length at gradual versus steeper inclinations.

An alternative to this trade-off hypothesis is one in which urban lizards are merely better adapted overall, perhaps due to stronger selection in urban areas. Although we cannot definitively reject this possibility, some circumstantial evidence suggests it is a less likely explanation. In particular, although weaker selection could result in lower running performance of forest compared to urban lizards, it would also predict greater phenotypic variance of performance-linked traits, such as hindlimb length, something that we do not find in our data. In addition, stronger selection in urban sites should correspond to higher mortality in urban populations, yet we have found similar adult mortality in unpublished data from one natural and two urban sites. In a related vein, the distribution of adult body sizes is similar between urban and natural samples, which suggest that at least age-specific rates of adult mortality may be similar between sites. Finally, our anecdotal observations suggest that although population densities may be slightly lower in urban compared to natural areas due to habitat patchiness, in urban areas where lizards are found they can achieve densities comparable to those observed in forest environments.

We found a positive correlation between slipping and forelimb length. This suggests that longer limbs may decrease surefootedness on smooth substrates, in turn reducing sprint speed. Longer limbs shift the centre of mass away from the surface, which may decrease stability at greater inclines and narrower perches [32]. This cost may be counteracted by other traits such as toepads. Among anoles, there is a convergence in limb length and toepad morphology within groups of species using similar microhabitat [8]. Limb length and toepad morphology may be similarly co-evolving in response to structural differences in the urban environment. Larger toepads and more lamellae improve adhesion and grip, and could enhance stability for longer-limbed lizards on the smooth, steeply inclined surfaces that typify urban environments [14,35].

Although our study design did not allow us to fully investigate correlated trait effects on sprint speed, we found that the strong negative effect of relatively long forelimbs on locomotion on steep tracks was partly counteracted by larger rear toepads and more front lamellae. Front lamellae have previously been identified as functionally important, as anole species that perch higher tend to have more lamellae on their front but not necessarily on their rear feet [13]. In general, larger toepads and toepads with more lamellae exert stronger clinging forces [12,14]. Toepads with more lamellae may enhance gripping ability on rough surfaces by increasing conformity, while greater surface area may enhance adhesion and cling strength on smooth surfaces [10,24,25].

Contrary to expectations for our third hypothesis, we found that although urban lizards sprinted faster than forest lizards, they did so on all tracks. That urban lizards were faster on the rough, natural substrate as well as the smooth, man-made substrates of urban habitats suggests that the same functional mechanism enhances speed on both. This could be a by-product of selection for improved performance on smooth surfaces, or alternatively, there could be competing pressures to be able to use both rough and smooth surfaces effectively. Also contrary to our expectations, urban lizards slipped more than forest lizards on smooth substrates. In retrospect, this is less surprising given the correlation we found between slipping and longer limbs, as urban lizards are generally longer-limbed. Yet even though urban lizards slipped more, they stopped less often. The longer forelimbs and wider bodies of urban lizards may be more favourable for maintaining a low centre of mass with a sprawling posture [36,37]. Forest lizards, with their relatively shorter limbs and narrower bodies, may be more susceptible to the pitching effects of sustained speeds and stop more to regain their balance and grip [38].

Lastly, we found mixed support for the habitat breadth and constraint hypotheses. Despite submaximal performance on smooth man-made substrates, urban lizards occupied smoother perches than their forest counterparts. Thus it seems urban lizards are less constrained in their habitat use and are able to use a broader range of perch types compared to forest lizards, a conclusion similar to that in other studies [11]. Although urban lizards use man-made perches at a high frequency, they use them in proportion to the abundance of those perches in the habitat. Nonetheless, urban lizards used rougher and less vertical perches than are common, with habitat use associated with performance. Poorly performing lizards discriminated used the roughest and least inclined perches, suggesting they may be more constrained in their habitat use (supporting the habitat constraint hypothesis). In contrast, lizards that performed well in our study did not discriminate based on perch roughness or angle (supporting the habitat breadth hypothesis). It seems that within *A. cristatellus*, individuals may be segregating in the urban habitat based on their ability to use man-made perches, although we cannot rule out the alternate possibility that lizards that performed well did so because they are more experienced on man-made surfaces.
Our results shed light on the competing pressures of running on smooth vertical surfaces, in which long limbs can be disadvantageous, and flat open areas, where long limbs are unambiguously advantageous. That urban populations consistently have long limbs despite this trade-off suggests that selection to run quickly across open habitat and on flat surfaces is stronger than selection to run quickly on smooth vertical substrates. Moreover, lizards in the wild frequently do not sprint at maximum speeds identified in laboratory conditions, and maximal capabilities may differ based on substrate characteristics and complexity [34,39]. If maximum sprinting abilities are not typically employed on smooth vertical surfaces, then natural selection may instead favour surefooted locomotion on such surfaces, in which case the detrimental effects of long limbs on speed could be irrelevant.

Overall, our results paint a complex picture of how morphology, performance and habitat use shape adaptive phenotypic change, and highlight the importance of whole-organism analysis in studies of performance and adaptation. The urban habitat clearly poses novel locomotor challenges to lizards. With substantial decreases in sprint performance on man-made substrates, fitness consequences seem unavoidable for lizards that cannot navigate these surfaces or adjust their locomotor behaviour to enhance performance. Given the well-documented link between locomotor performance and fitness in lizards, including anoles, the fact that urban phenotypes are those correlated with faster sprint speeds and fitness in lizards, including anoles, the fact that urban phenotypes are those correlated with faster sprint speeds supports the overarching hypothesis that natural selection is shaping these phenotypes via locomotor performance. However, there seems to be a complex web of trade-offs between traits depending on the type of surface and inclination, and likely many other unmeasured factors such as hardness or static-electric properties of the substrates. It seems probable that different trait combinations enhance performance under different circumstances, and that the complexity and novel pressures of living in urban habitats give natural selection great scope for shaping the phenotypes of urban organisms.
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